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Half a month later, the Rainbow Bridge was officially opened.

On that day, a colored shadow in the sky, whether seen from afar or up close, was a rainbow.

The rainbow slowly stretched down from the sky, and when it reached mid-air, it forked out eight
separate dao.

The eight dao stretched to the eight Immortal Families.

The rainbow that extended to the Blue Fox Family landed right in the middle of the Blue Fox Family,
right in front of Omi and the others.

Omi said, “Everyone, ascend the rainbow bridge one by one, in order.”

“Yes.”

Omi, as the ‘number one strongest person’ of the Blue Fox Family, was naturally the first to ascend,
followed by Tang Huan, Lu Yuxi, Yan Xingyi, Mu Qianji, Light Water, and others behind Omi.

Omi’s feet stepped on the rainbow, which looked like a transparent fog, but when he really stepped on
it, it felt so solid.

Omi followed the rainbow bridge and slowly walked towards the sky.

Above the white clouds in the sky, there was a city like the lip of the sea, and if it wasn’t for the
rainbow bridge, there was no way to reach there. One second to remember to read the book

Likewise, the other seven major immortal cultivation families also ascended the Rainbow Bridge.

Soon, Omi stood on the clouds, stepping onto the clouds, and in the next second, Omi felt the scenery
behind him change, and the buildings around him became real, no longer illusory.

Omi knew that he had finally arrived at the Six Seas.

“Wow, this is the Six Seas, we’ve finally arrived at the Six Seas.”The crowd cheered.

When everyone got up to the Rainbow Bridge, the Rainbow Bridge disappeared.

Omi said to the people who came up from the Blue Fox Family, “Everyone, you are free to move
around, the aura of the Six Seas is stronger, you can find any place to cultivate, if you want to return to
the Five Seas, you must come here in a year’s time when the Rainbow Bridge opens again.”

After saying that, Omi left with Tang Huan and the others.

Those clansmen of the Blue Fox Clan still wanted to say something, but Omi was already gone.



They said in their hearts that Laobo was too irresponsible, leaving everyone out just like that.

Unfortunately, Omi wasn’t the real Blue Fox Laupo, he wasn’t obligated to settle down and take care
of those clansmen.

Immediately after Don Omi leaves, he returns to his original appearance (which wasn’t his true
appearance when Don Omi was taken from him before)

“Alright, I’m Omi now, I’m no longer Blue Fox Lauper, let’s start a new life.Next, we’re going to find the
treasure of the Nine Demons in the Six Seas, my intuition tells me that the Nine Demons’ treasure is
going south, to a very, very large one.”Omi said.

“Good.”

“Today, we’ll stay at the Six Heavy Seas, and tomorrow, when we’re ready to leave, we’ll also need to
familiarize ourselves with the Six Heavy Seas so that our next journey will be unaffected.”

That night, Omi and the others stayed at an inn in the Sea of Six Heavy Seas.

Although the Six Heavy Sea also had many immortal cultivation families, but unlike the Five Heavy Sea,
there was no division of territory here, everyone could go anywhere, so there were many restaurants
and inns here, and the streets were very lively, very similar to these places like the Four Heavy Sea and
the Three Heavy Sea, the only difference was that the aura here was far denser than the Five Heavy
Sea.<

br />

Before the Five Seas held the eight rainbow bridges, the Immortals of the Five Seas, they fought like
hell for the 100 seats on the bridges, and every year, many people died for this.Later, the Eight Great
Immortal Families held the eight rainbow bridges, and from then on, being able to come to the Sea of
Sixfold became the patent of the Eight Great Immortal Families.

Omi sat in the room, he was surrounded by five women, and these five women, one was more beautiful
than the other.

Omi was somewhat speechless.

He was a man, leading a group of beautiful women, and those who didn’t know would really think
more.

However, Omi really wasn’t in the mood to call any friends in the spirit world, much less brothers,
because, the spirit world was destined to be a passing phase for him.

Omi pointed at the map on the table and said, “The place we’re going to, should be here.”

“The Sea of Death?”Mu Qianji’s eyebrows furrowed, the place on the map that Omi was pointing at
was a place called the Sea of Death.

“My intuition tells me that the treasure of the Nine Daoist Demons is the Sea of Death.”

Mu Qianji said, “However, the map marks that the Sea of Death is a place that no immortal would dare
to step into, and it’s also marked with a red line.”



Omi said, “Not only that, I’ve also made inquiries, to get to the Sea of Death, we must cross the Strait
of the Dead, and from what people here say, we’ll be dead before we even get close to the Sea of
Death.”

“What then?Still going?”Light Water asked.

“Oh, why don’t you go.”Omi smiled.

“The Strait of the Dead, I heard that there are endless spirits there, all the spirits of the Six Seas that
have died abnormally will converge there, it’s simply like the netherworld.”

Omi smiled slightly, “No effort is no gain, besides, the Sea of Death, it’s not that anyone who goes
there will definitely die, it’s just that the probability of death exceeds sixty or even seventy percent,
no matter how strong the immortal cultivator is, no matter how strong they are, so this place is
defined as the Sea of Death, it doesn’t mean that anyone who goes there will definitely die.However,
the mortality rate in the Immortal World was so high that few people dared to go there, including the
strongest.However, some outlaws, or those with experience, dared to go.Otherwise, where else would
the current auction of the Six Seas Workshop City’s high spiritual medicines, and even ancient magic
weapons and other treasures come from.They were all those people who risked their lives to get them
from the Sea of Death.Moreover, the Sea of Death doesn’t only have the treasures of the Nine Daoist
Demons, but also many other ancient treasures.”

“Where did you find out about it?”

Omi said, “I went out to buy a map this afternoon and asked people about it.Those who risked their
lives to go to the Sea of Death, firstly, to collect spiritual medicines, and secondly, to see if they could
find some magic treasures from the ancient relics.Nowadays, the most famous and known relics of the
Sea of Death by outsiders were, the Lu Gong Gong Cave and the Bai Ziyang Relic.These two places
would be visited by almost everyone who traveled to the Sea of Death to see if they could still pick up
the pieces.Even after being searched for tens of thousands of years, people often find good things in
these two places.However.”

“But what?”

Omi said, “However, any place with heavy treasures mostly has strong beasts, or some inexplicable,
dark creatures that no one even knows what they are, so going to the relics of these ancient
strongmen, also life, bad life, and perhaps death.”

“What about us?”Mu Qianji looked at Tang Huan and the others with some concern, they were weaker,
was it necessary to go together.
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